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Dear readers, 

Here it comes, the most awaited e-magazine of pharma world i.e “PHARMA EPISTLE”. 

It not only bring together the information related to pharmacy but also some diverse arts, poetry and 

short stories. The college magazine team had really worked hard for this and making them available to 

reach each one of our readers. 

The contents of this magazine are easy to read to somehow informative and we hope that it will make 

its way to your heart. 

Lastly ,I would like to pay gratitude to all the team members who came forward and gave contribution 

to this magazine, without them we wouldn’t be able to put forward this magazine. 

I want to convey this message to all our readers to give us feedback on this effort for encouraging us to 

improve our contents and we would love to add the new contents to our next magazine which our 

readers would recommend. A HEARTFELT THANKS TO ALL OF YOU. 

Yours faithfully, 

RAKSHA 
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Art Corner 

 

KartikBansal, 2nd Year 

Nature’s Photography 

Mansi 
Singh, 2nd Year 
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KartikBansal, 2nd Year 

College View 

 

Disha Jaiswal,2nd Year 
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Diksha Rana,2nd Year 

 

Khushboo, 2nd Year 
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Poetry for all 

Life Is For Living 

Life is a gift we are given each and everyday. 

Dream about tomorrow, 

But live for today. 

To live a little, you’ve got to love a whole lot. 

Love turns ordinary into extraordinary. 

Life is a journey always worth living. 

Take time to smell the roses… 

And tulips and daffodils…. 

And lillies and sunflower… 

Count blessings like children count stars. 

The secret of a happy life isn’t buried in a 

treasure depth….. 

It lies within our heart. 

It is the little moments that make life big. 

Don’t wait. Make memories today…. 

CELEBRATE YOUR LIFE!! 

Swati Tyagi 

2nd Year 
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It’s  Okay…. 

 

I used to feel that after a certain age people don't need people to feel complete or happy....that it's 
a sign of maturity when you find your happiness within yourself...that you no more feel lonely 

and alone being with yourself. 

But 

I was wrong...there are so many different kind of personalities out there...people who seems to be 
strong and independent at the age of 30 still feel lonely when they are by themselves....people 
who are married for more than 10 years still enjoy their own company rather than being with 

their better halves....people who once struggled with depression  and were taught that this phase 
will be gone and they're going to be fine are still struggling with fear of being alone after all 

those years. 

So, 

The feeling of love even after a critical heartbreak is alright...the feeling of loneliness even after 
being alone for years is alright...the feeling of running away from the world even after being in a 

happy relationship is alright. 

People often confuse reality with logics...you don't need to make your body feel what is logically 
right...let your mind and heart be free to face reality...to feel it's ok to not be ok…. 

Anubhavtyagi 

2nd year 

I.T.S ke veer… 

Hum hai I.T.S. ke veer 

tezitne 

jesedhanush se niklateer. 

Hamarikuchaisialaghaishaan 

kibinajhuke hum chalteseenataan, 

Gyaankaujalafehlate 

kehlate hum vidhwan 

hamara college haiaisa 
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ekmajbutchhayadaarvriksha [tree] 

jiskichhao[shadow] tale purahua 

hmaragyaanarjitkrnekalakshya 

humkbhinabulapayenge 

hmarapyara I.T.S. 

jismesada hum pate rahe 

apnepriyeadhyapako [teachers] kapyar 

hmarabhavishyaujjwal ho 

kisprakaar 

hmaremata pita k baadisspr 

vichaarkrneki 

sirfhmare guru jano 

kahaiadhikaar. 

garv[pride] haihameki hum hai I.T.S. 

kegauravissbaatkokartehai 

aaj hum suikaar[accept]. 

VikalTomar 

2nd Year 

 

Don’t Fail 

May not be the same… 

Things may not be so smooth now. 

But, don’t focus on when and how, 

Rather focus on things to come. 

You would be able to achieve it all. 
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Just need to get alone, 

And you need to stand tall 

In spite all the falls!! 

Nandini Singh 

 

 Peace 

 

DishaJaiswal 

 2nd Year 

     Agony Inside Me 

 

DivyaRaghuvanshi 

 2nd Year 
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Science Corner 

New study looks to biological enzymes as source of hydrogen fuel 

Research from the University of Illinois and the University of California, Davis has chemists one 
step closer to recreating nature's most efficient machinery for generating hydrogen gas. This new 
development may help clear the path for the hydrogen fuel industry to move into a larger role in 
the global push toward more environmentally friendly energy sources. 

The researchers report their findings in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. 

Currently, hydrogen gas is produced using a very complex industrial process that limits its 
attractiveness to the green fuel market, the researchers said. In response, scientists are looking 
toward biologically synthesized hydrogen, which is far more efficient than the current human-
made process, said chemistry professor and study co-author Thomas Rauchfuss. 

Biological enzymes, called hydrogenases, are nature's machinery for making and burning 
hydrogen gas. These enzymes come in two varieties, iron-iron and nickel-iron -- named for the 
elements responsible for driving the chemical reactions. The new study focuses on the iron-iron 
variety because it does the job faster, the researchers said. 

The team came into the study with a general understanding of the chemical composition of the 
active sites within the enzyme. They hypothesized that the sites were assembled using 10 parts: 
four carbon monoxide molecules, two cyanide ions, two iron ions and two groups of a sulfur-
containing amino acid called cysteine. 

The team discovered that it was instead more likely that the enzyme's engine was composed of 
two identical groups containing five chemicals: two carbon monoxide molecules, one cyanide 
ion, one iron ion and one cysteine group. The groups form one tightly bonded unit, and the two 
units combine to give the engine a total of 10 parts. 

But the laboratory analysis of the lab-synthesized enzyme revealed a final surprise, Rauchfuss 
said. "Our recipe is incomplete. We now know that 11 bits are required to make the active site 
engine, not 10, and we are in the hunt for that one final bit." 

Team members say they are not sure what type of applications this new understanding of the 
iron-iron hydrogenase enzyme will lead to, but the research could provide an assembly kit that 
will be instructive to other catalyst design projects. 

"The take-away from this study is that it is one thing to envision using the real enzyme to 
produce hydrogen gas, but it is far more powerful to understand its makeup well enough to able 
to reproduce it for use in the lab," Rauchfuss said 

Raksha Tiwari  


